The design of an orthogonal FIR quadrature{mirror lter (QMF) bank (H; G) adapted to input signal statistics is considered. The adaptation criterion is maximization of the coding gain and has so far been viewed as a di cult nonlinear constrained optimization problem. In this paper, it is shown that in fact the coding gain depends only upon the product lter P (z) = H (z)H(z ?1 ), and this transformation leads to a stable class of linear optimization problems having nitely many variables and in nitely many constraints, termed linear semi{ in nite programming (SIP) problems. The sought{for, original lter, H (z), is obtained by de ation and spectral factorization of P (z). With the SIP formulation, every locally optimal solution is also globally optimal and can be computed using reliable numerical algorithms. The natural regularity properties inherent in the SIP formulation enhance the performance of these algorithms. We present a comprehensive theoretical analysis of the SIP problem and its dual, characterize the optimal lters, and analyze uniqueness and sensitivity issues. All these properties are intimately related to those of the input signal and bring considerable insight into the nature of the adaptation process. We present discretization and cutting plane algorithms and apply both methods to several examples.
Introduction
Recently there has been growing interest in designing signal{adapted subband coding systems. Adaptivity may be obtained by designing lter banks that match the statistics of the input signal by maximizing the coding gain of the system 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6] . The output of the optimal lter bank enjoys an important decorrelation property 7] . As several experiments have demonstrated 1, 4] , this technique has potential for higher compression e ciency than standard (nonadapted) subband/wavelet coding systems. While only minor improvements have been found for low{ frequency signals, promising results have been obtained for other types of signal, such as image textures.
The basic optimization problem is the following one. Consider the two{band, perfectreconstruction (PR), FIR, QMF bank in Fig. 1 , which splits the input signal x into decimated lowpass and highpass components x h and x g , respectively. The lowpass and highpass lters fh n g and fg n g have length 2N. The input signal x has length 2P and is replicated by periodic expressing the ratio of squared{error distortions for pulse{code modulation (PCM) and subband coding (SBC) for a given bit rate R. Assuming a simple model for the rate{distortion function in each band, high{rate quantization, and optimal bit allocation among the subbands, the coding gain becomes 8, 9] G SBC = (1=M) over the 2N-vector h of coe cients fh n g (The normalization factor 1=2 is used for convenience.)
In the literature it is often assumed that the input process is stationary, and thus E(h) = 1 2 h T Rh (1.3) where the 2N 2N covariance matrix R of the input signal is Toeplitz. For our purposes the stationarity assumption is unnecessary and may be replaced by a weaker assumption, to be introduced in x2. The lter h satis es the PR conditions 2N?1?2l X n=0 h n h n+2l = l0 ; 0 l < N (1.4) where mn is the Kronecker delta. Maximizing (1.3) subject to the PR constraints (1.4) is a di cult nonlinear optimization problem 1, 2]. Explicit solutions have been found for the special case where there are no constraints on the lter length 6, 7, 10] . For lowpass processes, the optimal such lter is the \ideal" brickwall lter. For length{constrained lters numerical methods must be used. But the optimization problem (1.3) and (1.4) includes at least two other important optimization problems in the multiresolution signal processing literature as special cases. The rst special case is the PR{QMF bank design problem, where the stopband energy of the lowpass lter is minimized or equivalently, where the passband energy is maximized 11, 12, 13] . Indeed, the passband energy takes the form (1.3) with the particular correlation matrix R nm = sin(2 f s (n ? m)) 2 f s (n ? m) ; 0 n; m < 2N (1.5) where 0 < f s < 0:25 is the cuto frequency of the passband. A second special case occurs when one seeks optimal sub{sampled approximations to a signal 6, 10] . Finally, since orthonormal wavelets are generated by iterated QMF banks, we see that our problem is closely related to the signal{adapted wavelet design problem 14, 15] . The latter problem is clearly more involved than the previous special cases, due to the coupling of successive stages in the lter bank decomposition. Generally speaking, a discrete wavelet transform constrains the lter bank to be the same in each stage 16] , but the approach presented in this paper yields lter banks adapted to each stage individually 1]. The nonlinear formulation (1.3) and (1.4) presents numerical di culties to any algorithm. While the objective function is quadratic and concave, the constraint set is a subset of a high dimensional sphere with additional algebraic equations as constraints, necessarily giving rise to existence of local extrema of the objective function. Interesting but limited computational results have been published. In 2] the classical method of Lagrange multipliers led to the use of an augmented Lagrangian algorithm that has appeared in the mathematical programming literature. The constrained optimization problem may also be formulated as an unconstrained problem using a lattice implementation of the QMF bank 8, 11, 13] . The lter fh n g is then parameterized by a set of N angles f k ; 0 k < Ng, and the optimization problem expressed in terms of f k g is unconstrained. This problem has been treated using standard nonlinear optimization techniques such as the quasi{Newton method 11] or techniques tailored to the speci c problem such as the ring algorithm, a coordinate-descent scheme 1]. Each of the techniques above converges to a single local maximum that depends on the starting point of the iterative algorithm. In 12] promising results using an eigen lter approach have been obtained for the special case (1.5), but convergence of the algorithm is not guaranteed, and use of R other than (1.5) has not been studied. In addition, for this special case Gaussian quadrature rules on the unit circle have been found to yield good feasible solutions, see below. Finally multi{start algorithms yield a number of approximations to local maxima, by restricting the search to a discrete subset of the parameter space 4].
Nevertheless the nonlinearity of any of these transformed objective functions does not remove the problem of nding a local minimum which is a global minimum. The limited performance and substantial numerical complexity of the optimization algorithms involved is currently the most signi cant challenge faced by signal{adapted subband coding methods.
The main contribution of this paper is to show that the optimization problem may be reformulated as a linear semi{in nite programming (SIP) problem 17] and solved using signi cantly simpler, globally optimal, and numerically stable algorithms. Linear SIP problems occur in a variety of elds in applied science and economics 18, 19, 20] . A special type of linear SIP problem is Chebyshev approximation, which has well{known applications in lter design 21, 22, 23] and may be solved using the powerful Remez exchange algorithm. Also see 24] and 25, 26] for convex SIP formulations of 2{D zero{phase and 1{D nonlinear{phase FIR lter design problems, respectively. In contrast with the literature cited above, the SIP problem that arises in signal{ adapted subband coding is not a Chebyshev approximation problem, so the Remez exchange algorithm plays no role in the lter design techniques proposed here.
Closely related to the SIP formulation is an approach based on Gaussian quadrature on the unit circle 27], where lter polynomials are constructed after the weights have been found by quadrature. The approach is satisfactory in the special case (1.5) above, but generally the lter polynomials may not be feasible 27]. In this paper, we characterize conditions under which Gaussian quadrature procedures on the unit circle do yield feasible, optimal lter polynomials. This is also our departure point for connecting properties of the solution set of the SIP to the number or roots of the lter polynomial on the unit circle. For instance, processes having high correlation, or mostly low{frequency content, or even sinusoidal inputs, yield a larger dimensional set of alternate optimal solutions to the SIP. Based on the concept of a minimal root set and minimal polynomial, the SIP approach provides new insights into optimal lters, showing for example, that some highly regular lters are necessarily non{optimal. We also present a sensitivity analysis which quantitatively describes the contribution of each zero on the unit circle to coding performance.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we present the basic assumptions and the underlying optimization problems which arise from deterministic or stochastic formulations of the signal{adapted design problem. In Section 3 we introduce a product lter as the entry point to our linear SIP formulation. In Section 4 we present an SIP duality analysis of the lter{based SIP problem. These results lead to a complete characterization of optimal lters and a study of uniqueness and sensitivity issues. These are our main theoretical results, and they appear in Section 5. Two discretization algorithms are presented and analyzed in Section 6, together with an SIP central cutting{plane algorithm in which a nonlinear equations solver plays a role. Preliminary numerical results based on these algorithms are presented in Section 7. In Section 8 we indicate how our model may readily be extended to include various regularity constraints, for example, arising from the practical need of forcing zeros of H(f) to enhance physical characteristics of the reconstruction. Our conclusions are given in Section 9 along with a brief description of other extensions we envision.
Some of the results of this paper have been reported in 28] by the rst author, who brought his SIP formulation for QMF bank design to the attention of the Iowa Optimization Group in September, 1994.
The Underlying Optimization Problem
The concave quadratic maximization criterion (1.3) stems from two di erent yet closely related formulations of the signal{adapted design problem, namely stochastic and deterministic formulations.
The Stochastic Formulation
This is the standard formulation of the design problem 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6]. The signal x is modelled as a wide{sense{stationary random process with Toeplitz covariance R nm = E x(n)x(m)]:
The criterion (1.3) is half the variance of the lowpass signal and may be written in the equivalent form
where S x (f) is the spectral density of x. This expression includes as a special case the formulation used in 27], in which S x (f) = 0 for jfj > 0:25 and S x (f) is nonzero over an interval or has at least N impulsive lines. These assumptions on S x (f) are not needed here.
The Deterministic Formulation
In view of the intended coding applications, we present an alternative formulation of the adaptation problem. The criterion to be maximized is half the time{averaged power of x h , E(h) = 1
This criterion is driven by the data, as opposed to a speci c statistical model. We also make the following fundamental assumption: The time{averaged powers of the signals x h and x 0 h (before and after subsampling, see Fig. 1 
Comments
The Toeplitz property for R arising from both formulations of the design problem is essential to the developments that follow. Additionally, since the ultimate quantity of interest is the coding gain rather than (1.3), we make the following technical point (to be used in x5.1). The conclusion is rather obvious, so we forgo its formal derivation.
Remark 3 Formulation of the SIP Problem
Consider the product lter P(z) 4 = H(z)H(z ?1 ). This lter is symmetric, has length 4N ? 1 and, by application of (1.4), is parameterized by only N coe cients fa n ; 0 n < Ng: Since P(f) + P(f + 0:5) 2, P(f) is a half{band lter 8, 13] . The necessary and su cient conditions for fa n g to de ne a product lter are P(f) = jH(f)j 2 = 1 + 2 N?1 X n=0 a n cos(2 f(2n + 1)) 0; 0 f 0:5:
Using the Toeplitz property of R, we observe that the objective function in (1.3) is simply a linear function of fa n g in (3.2) and write it as E(a) = r 0 =2 + N?1 X n=0 a n r 2n+1 (3.4) where fr n ; 0 n < 2Ng is the rst row of R. In other words, the coding gain is a function of the product lter.
The desired lter H(z) may be obtained from the product lter P(z) by spectral factorization In the following we use the notation P(f; a) to refer to the product lter associated with a lter a = fa n g. When no ambiguity is possible, we revert to the original notation P(f). The Haar lter (a n 1 2 n0 ).
Duality of the Linear SIP Problem
The fundamental idea of constructing a dual problem to PSIP is based on elementary LP because we know how to construct a dual LP when only nitely many inequalities of the in nite system (3.3) are selected. But we need to consider all such possible choices, and so the semi{in nite dual problem DSIP has as its variables generalized nite sequences, namely the assignment of positive masses to a nite number of mass points located in the interval, 0 f 0:5. The concept is related to what a probabilist would call a nite probability distribution. For ease of examining the duality relationships we repeat PSIP followed by its dual problem. (For convenience we adjoin the constant r 0 =2 in both objective functions.) (PSIP) maximize E(a) = r 0 =2 + P N?1 n=0 a n r 2n+1 subject to ?2 P N?1 n=0 a n cos(2 f(2n + 1)) 1; 0 f 0:5:
The linear semi{in nite dual problem can be stated as follows 17, 20] . We denote the minimum value of the dual problem by V(DSIP). A basic property of DSIP is that for every a and satisfying the constraints of PSIP and DSIP, respectively, we have
The di erence V(DSIP)? V(PSIP), called duality gap, is thus necessarily nonnegative 17, p. 
Characterization of Optimal Filters
The analysis of DSIP leads to a characterization of the optimal lters in terms of their roots on the unit circle. Uniqueness of the solution and sensitivity issues are also examined. However with an arbitrary choice of f k ; f k g there may not exist a feasible polynomial with roots at f k , i.e., the condition a 2 A may not be satis ed. For instance in 27] k ; f k are chosen using a Gaussian{quadrature technique, and P(f; a) with zeroes at f k is computed. It has been observed in 27] that this polynomial may be far from the feasible set. Conversely, if the polynomial is feasible (as is the case for problems of the type (1.5)), it is necessarily optimal.
Roots on Unit Circle
Next we study the solution set of PSIP. Although Theorem 6.11 in 20] shows that a solution exists (and Theorem 5.1 partially characterizes it), this solution is not necessarily unique. The solution set may have in nitely many elements, in which case we adopt the non{conventional terminology of referring to such optimization problems as degenerate, solely for convenience.
There are optimization problems for which the dimension of the degeneracy is as large as N, e.g., if r 2n+1 0 then E(a) r 0 =2, so all lters are optimal. Other examples of degeneracy motivated by practical problems are presented below. First notice that if P K k=1 k = r 0 =2 in (5.6), then E(a) attains the maximum possible value r 0 in (4.1), and the energy in the second channel is zero. Per the remark in x2.3, a is also a well{de ned maximizer of the coding gain.
Examples of degeneracy.
1. In the special case K = 1, 1 = r 0 =2 (e.g., sinusoidal input, r n = r 0 cos(2 (0:5 ? f 1 )n)), any lter with a zero at f 1 is optimal. The dimension of the degeneracy is N ? 1.
2. In particular, for the special case f 1 = 0:5 (r n r 0 , \maximally correlated" process) any lter with a zero at f = 0:5 is optimal.
Although degeneracy is often a pathological case and occurs for a narrow class of processes, understanding its e ects is useful due to the common occurrence of near{degenerate problems. Examples include near{sinusoidal inputs and lowpass processes, of which Examples 1 and 2 above are limiting cases; also see x7.
On the Minimal Root Set
The following results establish relationships betweeen the dimension of the degeneracy and the number of roots on the unit circle. An explicit characterization of the solution set is also presented in terms of a minimal root set to be de ned.
Roots at f = 0 or f = 0:5 play a di erent role than roots inside the interval (0; 0:5). In order to unify the two cases and simplify the presentation it is convenient to make the change of variables x = cos(2 f). This de nes a one{to{one map from the interval 0 f 0:5 onto the interval ?1 x 1. For the remainder of x5 we adopt the notation P(x; a) or in short P(x) to denote the response of lter P in terms of the new variable x. The polynomial P(x) has degree 2N ?1, and the half{band condition becomes P(x)+P(?x) = 1. The number of roots of P(x) on ?1; 1] is half the number of roots of P(z) on the unit circle, both counted with their multiplicities.
De nition The root set R(a) of P(x; a) is the set of roots of P(x; a); ?1 x 1, counted with their multiplicity. Lemma 5.2 PSIP admits a solution a min with the following property: The root set of any optimal polynomial contains R(a min ).
Proof See Appendix.
De nition The minimal root set R min is R(a min ).
De nition A minimal polynomial is an optimal polynomial with root set R min .
By the de nition above P(x; a min ) is a minimal polynomial. Minimal polynomials play a central role in the analysis below, especially in connection with unicity issues. Proof See Appendix.
The following lemma quanti es the multiplicity of the roots of the minimal polynomial, and has interesting consequences. For instance, lters with multiple zeroes at f = 0:5 can never be minimal polynomials for the signal{adapted lter design problem when Z N. Such lters are often encountered in practice because they give rise to highly regular wavelets 16]. In the next section it will be shown that in the most common case Z = N the minimal polynomial is the unique optimal polynomial. In this case the highly regular lters are necessarily nonoptimal. In practice the nonoptimality of these lters may be insigni cant, as evidenced by the results in 5] for rst{order Markov models and N = 2. It may be shown that P(z) is the unique optimal lter for the exotic process r n = P k n;k(N?1) ;
here Z = 2N ?1. Incidentally, P(z) is also one of many optimal lters for the process r 2n+1 0 (Z = 0) and for the \maximally correlated" process in Example 2 of x5.1 (Z = 1).
For comparison, under the formulation (2.2) of the design problem and certain restrictions on S x (f), Theorem 1 in 27] shows that Z = N and that all roots are in the left half unit circle.
Sensitivity
We have established that the optimal lters are characterized by the location of their zeroes on the unit circle. We are, however, also interested in the performance of lters whose zeroes on the unit circle are obtained by perturbation of the \optimal" zeroes. How crucial is the exact location of zeroes to coding performance?
Consider the solution of DSIP with nonzero components at f k ; 1 k K. By (5.4) the coding performance of an arbitrary lter P(f; a) is
The cost of using a nonoptimal lter with P(f k ; a) > 0 is proportional to P(f k ; a), with proportionality constant (f k ). The (f k )'s can be viewed as sensitivity parameters. Looking at the solution of DSIP, it is possible to assess which zeroes contribute signi cantly to coding performance. In near-degenerate problems (see x5.1), one or several (f k )'s are near zero.
Assume that the lter P(f; a) has zeroes at frequenciesf k = f k + f k where f k << 1 and all zeroes are interior and have multiplicity two. Using a Taylor series approximation we have P(f k ; a) 1 2 P 00 (f k ; a) j f k j 2 :
Plugging into (5.7) we obtain E(a) V(PSIP) ? 1
The coding performance is insensitive in the rst order to errors f k and is linear in j f k j 2 . This result has a favorable impact on some of the numerical algorithms of x6, which aim at explicitly identifying the optimal zeroes but inevitably incur numerical errors. It also suggests an implementation of the optimal lter bank in cascade form.
It is even possible to derive a good bound for (5.8) using the following result. 
On the other hand P K k=1 (f k ) = V(PSIP) ? r 0 =2, by application of (4.5) and optimality of . generally not feasible for the SIP problem, so a small modi cation ofã is needed to produce a feasible solutionâ. The next section provides more details on these operations.
Algorithms
We consider the two discretization algorithms summarized in Tables 1 and 2 These components are typically clustered in pairs, as illustrated in Fig. 2 . The second step is to compute a feasibleâ for the SIP problem 
This is a classical technique 22]. In contrast with Algorithm II below, it generally produces only one double zero on the unit circle (Fig. 3a) . The third and nal step of the algorithm consists in performing a spectral factorization of the feasible P(z;â), producing the desired lter H(z).
Algorithm II does not computeã but uses the dual solution to seek directly a polynomial P(z;â) with roots on the unit circle (Fig. 3b) . Given ff i ; i 2 Z g, the zeroes ff k ; 0 k < Kg of P(f;â) and their multiplicities f k g are computed in
Step 2 using a clustering technique. There is at most one k such thatf k 2 f0; 0:5g; if one such k exists, let k?1 k?1 2 . Assuming that the zeroes come in pairs but not in quadruples, etc..., the clustering technique simply consists in assigningf k to the center of gravity of the pair (f 2k ; f 2k+1 ). Finally the following system of Z linear equations is solved for the N unknowns fâ n g: ( P (r) (f k ; a) = 0 : iff k 2 (0; 0:5) P (2r) (f k ; a) = 0 : else 0 r < k ; 0 k < K: (6. 3)
The system (6.3) is equivalent to (F.1), expressed in the frequency domain. (The solution is nonunique i Z < N, see Theorem 5.6). Here the nal step of the algorithm (spectral factorization of P(z;â)) is aided by the fact that the zeroes of P(z;â) on the unit circle are available. Indeed, P(z;â) may be de ated as indicated in Table 2 and spectral factorization performed on a reduced{order polynomial. Additionally, since spectral factorization is an ill{ conditioned problem when zeroes are of multiplicity greater than one (as is the case for our zeroes on the unit circle) or in close proximity 16, p. 174] 32], a potential source of instability is eliminated. We used Lang and Frenzel's spectral factorization software 32, 33], which provides an estimate for the relative accuracy of the zeroes in the complex plane. In contrast with Algorithm I, there is unfortunately no guarantee that Step 2 of Algorithm II will produce a feasibleâ. However, the method succeeds provided that the discretization is su ciently ne 17, pp. 141{142]. A further re nement of the method, not implemented here, consists in applying a local optimization algorithm to optimize ff k g 17].
Analysis of Discretization Algorithms
The discretization step is f = 0:5=M. It is easy to compute bounds on V(PSIP) in terms of E(â) and E(ã). Indeed, we have E(â) V(PSIP) E(ã) (6.4) where the rst inequality follows from the de nition of V(PSIP) and the second comes from the fact that the discretized problem has less constraints than the SIP problem 17, p. 15]. By the duality result in 20, Theorem 6.11] and continuity of the trigonometric functions in (3. namely, the performance of Algorithm II is at least as good as that of Algorithm I. An experimental veri cation of this conjecture appears in Section 8.1; a rigorous proof would entail considerable technical di culties. When using either of the discretization algorithms, it is recommended to also compute the bounds (6.4) on the optimal coding gain which provide a measure of con dence in the result of the algorithm. If the bounds are not close enough, the discretization should be made ner. This observation points out to the use of more sophisticated discretization techniques. There is ample literature on this subject, see 34] for a discussion of adaptive discretization techniques.
When M=N is very large, the simplex algorithm experiences near{degeneracy. Indeed, 
Central Cutting Plane SIP
We present a brief geometrical description of the Central Cutting Plane SIP (CCPSIP) method 35, 36, 37] . For convenience we rewrite part of (3.4) as a T r. In general the maximation of a T r subject to the in nite system (3.3) using CCPSIP requires additional nite polyhedral constraints de ning a compact polyhedron, a n 2 K. For the case at hand K = fa n j ja n j 1g
The idea of a cutting plane method, also termed column generation, for maximizing a T r subject to (3.3) appeared in the literature at least 45 years ago. At any stage of a cutting plane method, a nite number of cuts have been generated as a nite subset of the full system (3.3), and one solves the nite ordinary LP problem. Now CCPSIP is one of those methods which permits the dropping of cuts in order to keep the LP problem size manageable. However, unlike many other methods, CCPSIP can generate a cut from any violated constraint, while guaranteeing convergence of both primal and dual SIP optimal solutions. (The method additionally does assume existence of an interior point, namely a point where all constraints can be satis ed strictly.) This particular feature about convergence is useful for obtaining good starting solutions for solving the nonlinear system of equations derived from the necessary Karush{Kuhn{Tucker (KKT) rst{order necessary optimality conditions 37].
There is a particularly intuitive geometrical interpretation of the algorithm due to Paul
Gribik during the 70's, which is illustrated in Fig 4, . Actually, the objective function is \drawn" to pass through the center of the feasible sphere, and one begins anew to seek another interior-feasible sphere by the process described above. It is always recommended that any cutting plane method be combined with a nonlinear equations solver on the KKT rst order system, where now both the \locations" f, the \masses" 
Numerical Results
The algorithm was tested on three types of input signal. In all three cases we used the stochastic formulation (2.1) of the design problem. The rst two cases can be viewed as \near{degenerate" processes, in the sense of x5.1. 
Discretization Algorithms
Results are shown in Tables 3 and 4 In most of the examples studied Algorithm II yielded a larger coding gain than Algorithm I.
However, the di erence was minute for large M=N. The results obtained with M 20N were almost identical to those obtained with the more sophisticated CCPSIP method.
Central Cutting Plane SIP Algorithms
For the case N = 4 we applied the linear CCPSIP implementation and then automatically clustered the mass points by simply taking centers of gravities, in essentially the same way as done in Discretization Algorithm II. We then input a clustered distribution to the convex SIP solver, which was \accepted" by NKSOL since the norm of the KKT system, together with a \matching" of rst derivatives (see (6.3)), was below a user-speci ed threshold.
For N = 10 we applied the linear CCPSIP implementation but could not readily ne tune the NLE solver as was the case for N = 4. The parameters are now set for the default mode. We obtained extremely accurate optimal solutions for the non{clustered dual solution, but we wished to test the e ects of clustering the mass points, as we did for the case N = 4. Therefore, after doing the clustering we checked the clustered dual solution for KKT accuracy, and found that the accuracy was su cient. Clustering mass points of course, has no e ect on the accuracy of the primal solution to PSIP.
These results for the clustered dual solutions are presented in Tables 5 and 6 . The location f k of the zeroes and corresponding value (f k ) of the dual variable (or sensitivity parameter) are displayed in the rst two columns. Also shown in the third column is the complementary slackness, i.e., the value of the right{hand side of (5.4). A perfect match between solutions of the primal and dual problems would imply that this value is exactly zero.
Discussion of Results
The frequency response of the optimal lters is plotted in Fig. 5 . Notice that the adapted lters for the AR(1) process present a zero close to, but not exactly at, the frequency f = 0:5. For the AR(2) process the adapted lters have a zero close to 0:5 ? =(2 ). The sensitivity parameters (f k ) (see Tables 5 and 6 ) for these zeroes are at least one order of magnitude greater than those for other zeroes, indicating a much stronger contribution to the coding gain. Some of the sensitivity parameters in the AR(1) and AR(2) examples are near zero, indicating a situation of near{degeneracy. The distribution of zeroes in the box{spectrum case is almost uniform over the interval 0:25; 0:5]; the sensitivity parameters are all in the same range.
For comparison, we also show the coding gain for nonadapted lters. The lters used are due to Daubechies 16, p.195] and have a maximal number of zeroes at frequency f = 0:5.
The improvement over these nonadapted lters was greatest when the signal statistics di er signi cantly from a lowpass model (e.g., AR (2) For some processes asymptotic performance is nearly attained with short lters, as evidenced by the AR(1) example: the coding gain improvement going from 8{tap lters to 20{tap lters is less than 0.1 dB. The coding gain for the adapted 20{tap lter is itself less than 0.02 dB below the asymptotic value.
Regularity Constraints
In image coding applications using tree{structured QMF banks it is desirable for the lowpass This solution is unique for the rst two examples but not for the third.
Conclusion
We have shown that designing an orthogonal FIR{QMF bank so as to maximize the coding gain is a much simpler operation than was previously recognized. The coding gain depends on the coe cients (3.2) of the product lter only, and not at all on the phase of the QMFs. The transformation (3.2) leads to a linear SIP problem. Some of the useful properties of this formulation are: (1) every locally optimal solution is also globally optimal; (2) SIP algorithms are numerically stable; (3) degeneracy and ill{conditioning are much easier to control than in standard nonlinear optimization; (4) the solution is matched to a solution of the dual SIP problem. The dual solution is automatically supplied by the numerical algorithms and conveys useful information about the properties of the input signal relevant to the coding application. In particular, the sensitivity parameters are also indicators of degeneracy.
The rst class of algorithms studied was based on discretization. The main advantage here is simplicity: the core of the method is the widespread simplex algorithm. Theorem 6.1 has shown that the solution has arbitrary accuracy when the discretization index M=N is made large enough. Convergence is quadratic, but care must be taken not to make the discretization overly ne, due to potential ill{conditioning problems. The second class of algorithms uses cutting{ plane methods. These methods are very e ective as a general{purpose tool for solving SIP problems. They have very high accuracy, but require more elaborate software.
The methods described here have the exibility to be extended to a variety of optimization problems with an in nite number of constraints of the form (3. Lemma B.1 Let P(x; a) and P(x; b) be two feasible polynomials and a = a + (1 ? )b; 0 < < 1. Then P(x; a ) is a feasible polynomial with root set R(a ) = R(a) \ R(b). If a and b are optimal, so is a .
Proof From (3.3) we have P(x; a ) = P(x; a) + (1 ? )P(x; b). Since both terms in the right hand side are nonnegative, a is feasible. Since 0 < < 1, P(x; a ) = 0 , P(x; a) = 0 and P(x; b) = 0:
Hence any root of P(x; a ) is a root of both P(x; a) and P(x; b). The last part of the lemma follows by linearity of E( ) in (3.4) . (It also implies that the solution set is convex).
2
The proof of Lemma 5.2 is by contrapositive. Let a min be an optimal polynomial such that no other optimal polynomial has a smaller number of roots. Assume that there exists b 2 A such that P(x; b) is optimal but R(b) does not contain R(a min ). Then P(x; 0:5a min + 0:5b) is also optimal but by Lemma B.1 its root set is strictly contained in R(a min ), which contradicts the hypothesis. Since P i (x) is strictly positive on ?1; 1], there exists > 0 such that P (x) 0, 8j j < . Clearly P (x) + P (?x) = 1, and the degree of P is no greater than 2N ? 1. Hence P (x) is feasible. Moreover, by (D.1) the root set of P (x) contains R min , and thus by Lemma 5.3 P (x) is optimal. In other words for any even polynomial Q(x) of degree lower than 2N ? 2Z, there exists a direction W(x) in the odd polynomials vector space such that any polynomial su ciently close to P(x) in that direction is optimal. Since the map Q(x) ! W(x) is one to one, locally the solution set has dimension N ? Z, which proves part (i) of the theorem.
Since the feasible set is bounded, choosing su ciently large in (D.1) results in an infeasible P (x). The critical value for is such that P i (x) + xQ(x)P o (?x) = 0 for some x 2 ?1; 1]. This value yields a new optimal polynomial P (x) with a larger number of roots in ?1; 1]. We repeat this procedure until we obtain a polynomial with at least N roots in ?1; 1], which proves part (ii) of the theorem.
E Proof of Lemma 5.5
The proof is by contrapositive. Assume that there exists a minimal polynomial P(x) with a root x 0 2 (?1; 1) of multiplicity greater than two. Let P(x) = (x ? x 0 ) 2 ensures that the term within brackets in (E.1) is strictly positive for x 2 ?1; 1]. This choice yields a feasible P (x) with the same zero set as P(x), but multiplicity at x 0 decreased by two.
By Lemma 5.3 P (x) is also optimal, which contradicts the de nition of R min . Finally if x 0 = 1 or ?1 we factor P(x) as ?x 0 (x ? x 0 )P o (x)P i (x), and the proof is similar.
F Proof of Theorem 5.6
Fisst we present the following lemma.
Lemma F.1 Let x i 2 Rnf0g; 1 i K N, such that jx i j 6 = jx j j; 1 i 6 = j K. Let i ; 1 i K be integers such that P K i=1 i = N. There is a unique half{band polynomial P(x) of degree no greater than 2N ? 1 such that P (r) (x i ) = 0; 0 r < i ; 1 i K:
Proof Since P(x) is half{band and of degree no greater than 2N ?1, it admits the representation P(x) = 1 + xQ(x 2 ), where Q(x) is a polynomial of degree no greater than N ? 1. Since x i 6 = 0, the quantity Q (r) (x 2 i ); 0 r < i is well de ned in terms of P and its derivatives. Let u i = x 2 i where by the initial conditions u i 6 = u j for i 6 = j. Thus The expression for e is similar to (5.9) but the present derivation does not require explicit identi cation of the optimal zeroes.
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